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HAMI. GOES
YEAR ROUND
by Michele Treister
Recently, the Board of
Education voted 5-2 on putting
the LAUSD schools on year,
round schedules which w1ll go
into effect July l, 1991.
With the exception of 109
elementry schools , the rest of
the district's schools will have
to submit their calendar plans
by February 1991 , for
implemtation beginning July 1,
1991 .At that time. all the
district schools will have to
choose either the single track
(tract A ) or the multi 30/90
track.

Schools
mutli track
will be
developing plans to incease
it's capacity by either adding
portable classrooms, increasing
class sizes or a combination of
the two options.
In a recent interview with
Hamiltion principle , Betty
Maltby , questions were asked
concerning future for the
upcoming year - round school
calender.

Maltby stated that it's up to
the school Based Managment
Councils to decide whether to
go on a single or multi track
; however, she believes that
Hamilton will go on a single
Lrack due to our current low
enrollment . Details about how
the school will be run based
on the new school schedule
have not yet been determined.
Maltby feels that the students
can benefit by having vacation
in the winter as well as the
summer.
Other problems the school
will have to face by having a
year round' calender , is the

summer
that need
answers are : Will the student
have to come to school on
their
vacations
during
basketball season , and will
summer school still exist ?
Answers to these and other
important questions will have
to be decided by the School
Based Managment: Councils •
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students or more, Student Council
V
has put a lot of time and
Slip away to a tropical
preparation into making this an
fantasy at the Hami Dance
enjoyable activity for all of the
TropicanL
student body.
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Operation - Stay In
School
In 1989, the dropout rate for junior high school
students In grades six through nine fell slightly from the
1987-88 rate of7.40 percent to 7.33 percent
Senior high school students In grades 10 through 12
had a dropout rate of 15.75 percent in the 1988-89
school year, an improvement over the 1987-88 rate of
16.28 percent
"The improvement can be attributed to a number of
factors, the most important one being the continuous
awareness on the part of the district to motivate students
Into staying in school," said Pete Martinez, coordinator
of the Dropout Prevention/Recovery Office.
The district currently spends $3.6 mHlion for
dropout prevention programs and receives $1.7 mtllion
in federal, state, and corporate grants for a total of 10
programs.
The Board of Education established a $1 million-ayear dropout prevention/recovery program in 1985 to
serve 24 kindergarten through 12th grade schools.
The state and district define a dropout ;lS "any person
who leaves school prior to graduation from high school
and who does not enter, within 45 school days, another
public or private school or program which leads to a high
school diploma or its equivalent and whose records have
not been requested."

SCHOOL

ENROLLEMENT

Bam

Fairfax
Hamilton
Los Angeles
Palisades
University
Venice
Westchester

1,964
1,041
2,648
1,660
2,292
2,015
1,291

19.04%
20.37%
26.55%
13.67%
10.21%
13.600!0
11.54%

For 1988-89 school year

DID YOU KNOW IN ONE
DAY...
Almost 6,000 teenagers have sexual intercourse for
the first time.
Americans spend $300 mtllion on clothes.
McDonald's restaurants serve the equivalent 2,250
head of cattle to hamburger-hungry customers.
Americans eat 18,000 pounds of buffalo meat.
Six million tons of manure hit the ground behind
farm animals In this country.
Two hundred Americans have their breasts enlarged;
90 have them reduced; and 35 have them lifted or aimed
In some other direction.
Americans snort a bathtub full of cocaine.
Americans smoke 85,000 pounds of marijuana.
That's a bale the size of a house.
Americans eat 1.5 million pounds oflard.
Dogs bite 20 mail carriers. The postal service spends
$3500 a day on medical help for its dog-bite victims.
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Editorial
Shake '90

by Jay Goldstein

On Wednesday, April 18,
Hamilton High (along with
all other L.AU.S.D. schools)
undetwent a simulated 8.3
earthquake, "Shake '90".
The purpose of the
simulation was to give
students,
staff,
and
administration a chance to
'reevaluate their emergency
operation plans in the event
of a major quake."
The quake hit at 8:50 a.m.
where we wete instructed to
get under our desks for
shelter. My particular class
was delayed five minutes
because we were in the
middle of · an algebra
,problem. We had to calmly
walk to the football field
where we stayed for an hour.
There on the field we sat
on the wet grass. There were
no additional instructions
or information that would
help us in the event of a real
earthquake. There were
students dressed in pipped
clothing with fake blood to
give the feeling they were
injured in the quake.
Instead of showing us what
to do (or what not to do) for
them. they just went to a
corner of the field where
nurses pretended to help
them. Most of the students

on the field were playing
cards, reading, socializing.
and eating (not exactly the
kind of behavior that will be
generated after a real
earthquake).
The drill, I feel, did not
work as well as planned. In
the event of an earthquake,
we would not walk down to
the football field calmly (in
fact, some of us will just
leave campus). We already
had fire drills this year and
we know what to do, in both
cases. And staying out on
the field for an hour, which
could have served some
purpose, did nothing but
give us a break in our studies
(which I feel we desexve, but
not when it is supposed to
prepare us for a catastrophe
which is predicted within
the
decade).
This
simulation (and I use the
word loosely) seemed to be
more for our parents
benefits than ours. The
district wanted to "reassure
parents that our schools are
planning
for
an
earthquake." We need to
know where food, water, and
medical attention could be
found. We know what to do
during the earthquake but
not after, all of which could
have been explained~

Letters to the :Edttor
Dear Editor,
Dear Editor:
I would like to state a
problem that the classroom of
Hamilton have. Under the desks
you'll find gum stuck all over,
basket, why not use them, as
chewing gum is against school
rules anyway. I think that student$
caught chewing gum in class
should be made to scrape gum.
off the desks for punishment.
Yours ttuly
Rachel Lagud

A Dirty Problem
Dear Editor:
I am concerned student
about the dirtiness of a lot of
classrooms. They need to be swept
and thm:oughly cleaned. The result
of this is' the presence of insects
and germs. They are nasty looking
and definitely unhealthy.
Maybe in each classroom
the teacher could assign a person to
a cleaning job. It could affect the
student's cooperation grade.
Sincerely, Gladys Taledo-

Academy Gripes
Dear Editor:
Music Academy students
have complained about how hard it
is to keep up their grades and stay
eligible to perform in the
performing classes. Students are
annoyed by having seven classes
each day and not enough time at
home for a social life. It is also a
problem for students who have to
travel far distance to attend school
nine hours a day and return home
late in the evening. The
administration should make one of
the elective classes a study hall for
students, so that there is more time
for studying and work, as well as
for personal preferences.
Sincerly,
Tasha Toki Kimbrough
Dear Editor:
I am writing to make our
music Academy Counselors aware
of the fact that a lot of Music
Academy Students aren't made
aware of the vast selection of
electives that are available. Some of
these include: wood, auto
mechanics,
and hospital
occupations. When the music
Academy students sign-up for
classes, the clases that are offered
are all music md drmna oriented.
All counselors should
have a list of the electives posted
and available for all students. This
enables the students to see the
different classes offered, and they
can choose from a wider variety.
Sincerly,

Drama studenJs simulate injuries during Shake '90.

Lena M. Falkner

There is serious readmg problem in
·Hamilton High School. I was
speaking with Mr. Goldman who
conducted a reading. test of the
whole Scltool. and the results of the
test were disturbng·: The average
tenth grade student was reading at
the seventh grade level. This
poblem has been ignored for about
ten years. Due to budget cuts and
loss of enrollment. the reading
program has been cut in half.
Another problem is that the
remedial reading classes. are not
required for those students who
need such classes. That puts those
students at an awkward
disadvantage, because they cannot
read or comprehend at their grade
level in order to pass their classes.
With the help of Mr. Golrunan we
were able to fmd a solution, to
make all students take remedial
classes if needed. This would
enhance their reading and
comP"ehension. That would benefit
their academic classes, and should
help improve student's reading to
their own grade level.

Very truly yours,
Jose I. Espinosa

117

Register to
Vote
by MichelleTreister

For the first time, the Los
Angeles Unified School District
has launched a district wide
competition encouraging all seniors
to register to vote in the upcoming
June 5 elections.
Student Council members Joy
King and Yvette Clark visited all
government classes and distributed
voter registration forms to all
students who. are or will be 18
years of age by Tune 5. Seniors
without a government class were
summoned to Room 412 to receive
a regiStration form. Some students
who are naturalized citizens were
asked to bring in proof of
citizenship, others already 18 are
not citizens and therefore do not
qualify to vote. Hamilton has 180
students who are now or will be 18
by June 5. Of this total, 117 were
registered which represents 64.4%
of the total. The districtwide
competition results wil be
announced in June with the
winning school receiving an
award.

Quote of
t.he nonth

Scholarship
Winners

Senior Lany Elowitz has been
Board Member Roberta
named winner of a $2,000
Weintraub directing superscholarship by the National Merit
intendent to review the
Scholarship Corp. He is one of
situation
at all schools,
three named in the Los Angeles
with the recommended
School District
solutions to "ensure that all
The $2,000 scholarship winners
students have an adequate
were chosen by a committee of
time to eat, preferably no
college admissions officers and
secondary school counselors.
less than 15 minute..."
Considered were the students'
academic record (including the
amount and difficulty level of
course work as well as grades
earned), scores from the
Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test and the National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test,
1/20ff
significant contributions to the
school and community, personal
interests and goals, and the
recommendation of his or her
Royal Lace
principal. The National Merit
Scholars in each state are fmalists
judged by the committee to have
the strongest abilities and
accomplishments, and the greatest
potential for success in rigorous
college studies.
Elowitz plans to pursue studies in
Engineering. Highlights
of
Elowitz's accomplishments are
Valedictorian, Literary Journal
-c
0 •
Sal E d •• 31
editor -in-chief (two years),
rree vtwns. e n s may
Rockwell Computer Science
Ramons Jewelry
Competition (second place),
9014 Venice Bl.
Academic Decathlon. Swim Team,
Culver City, Ca.
Scholarship Federation (three WWOLIWI.....Sat_• ~~l
839 _3611
years), Junior State (two years), _
and First Step (two years).

~

:!~~K

FeatureS
Dear Alex.
I have a severe problem.
My girlfriend left me for
another guy. She always
said that she loved me and I
can't understand what could
of gone wrong. I have tried
speaking with her in an
adult manner, but it is not
working. What can I do?
Signed,
Desperate For Love and
Romance

Dear Alex.
There was an article in the
Federalist that is so much
like how things are for me
that it is unbelievable. The
article
was
called
"Overworked and Unloved,"
I also don't have time to
have a real relationship.
After school I go home to
change for work. The only
time I have to relax is when I
have a nice cold soda in my
hand. I need someone to be
close with. So if there is
anyone out there who is
interested, please write
Sincerely,
LoonyToon

Dear Desperate,
Although tt wtll be
painful, you must try to
forget her, she is-not worth
your time and energy.
Obviously she is not as
loving as you once assumed
and trying to speak to her in Dear Loony,
an adult manner wtll not
I hope someone out them
work. I think tt ts ttme for ts reading thts because this
you to look for love and guy needs help real bad.
romance elsewhere.
Alex
Alex

L'AMOUR NAILS
848 N. LaCienga #202
Los Angeles, Ca.

90069

SPEX::IAL for STUDENT With this Coupon
FULL SET S18
Business Hours
CHINA SilK $20 Mon-Fri 10AM-?PM
FILL
$10
Sat 9AM-5 PM

PED/MAN

$13

CALL 652-9455

Come in

Federalist Staff

for the right

Lisa Mckissic ............................................ Editor-in-chief

"Grad Nite"

Ethan Gomes ...............................................News Editor

ouUit and take

Kim Britt.................................................Editorial Editor

Carmel Miller
Shoshana Gordon ........................... Special Features Editors
Jay Goldste1n................................................. Cartoonist
LaShawn Hardemion ......................................Photo Editor '
George W. Hedges............................................. Advisor

OFF

l'la«lt thts coupon ll1d ..:oiw t 5llo off
a11 ~te "Glad Nite" attn through
J .... 22. 1990 Nottransftn'able. Noc:asll
l1fu1ds or credit.
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Voices Across Campus
Due to escalating costs, do you think the prom is
overrated?

Emily Rose
Yes, I do, Due to the overpriced
ticket which does not include my
After Prom dress and my
accessories, I will not be able to
attend the Prom. I also was

deciding to take pictures, but I will
not buy a ticket until Hamilton
reduces the prices. Despite all this,
I still will make good use of my
time. Hopefully next year the price
will be cheaper.

Marti Woolsey
Too many experience and
speculations are made by the Prom.
For many high school seniors,
Prom is just a competition. It's an
opportunity to outdo the next
person with limos, fancy dresses,
even dates. The stress involved
with the night it not worth the event
itself. Although ticket prices and

the amount of money sp<:nt by
each person is absurdly h1gh, the
worst part about Prom is the
feeling that are hurt and the stres::
that is built in trying to live up to
the expectations of the occasion.
Prom is meant to be fun, not to
develop your identity. So if you
go, just enjoy it.

Geoff Thompson
I think the Prom is worth the
amount of money spent. After all,
it only happens once in your life
(for most), and it is something you
will remember forever. Although

the tickets and other expenses car
cost a lot of money, there are ways
to cut down on those cost. After
all, the more money you spend,
the more fun you have

Albert Smith
Due to the fact the Prom is
overrated and overpriced, I'm not
going. Considering that the Prom
is only a dance, I don't understand
the outrageous prices. For the price
of the Prom, I could put a down
payment on a new car, or buy a

used one. It seems that people are
really overrating the Prom and it's
purpose. It seems that people are
willing to pay a "grip" of money
for something that only lasts three
to four hours. But of you have the
money to waist, then so be it!
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Voices
across
campus

Due to escalating costs, do you think the prom is
overrated?

Kwedi Gibson

Sandy Alvarez
The Prom is a once in a lifetime
experience that no one should miss.
It is definitly getting more and more
expensive, but it is worth it. Here
at Hamilton High the Prom is
definitely not overrated. It is actually

underrated because students think
that the majority of events at
Hamilton are not that spect~ular
and therefor the Prom won't be
either. I think that everyone should
get the experience.

Yes, I do believe the Prom is
overrat~ money wise. I do not
believe this is a main issue. I think
most students are not affected by
the cost. Overall, most seniors will
attend their Prom. For many it's a
"once in a lifetime" thing. It's

TEEN TRAINING
TEEN EDUCATION • FRIENDLY, EXPERIENCED AND
KNOWLEDGEABLE INSTRUCTORS
• FREE PICK-UP & RETURN

3 DAYS
5 DAYS

• STICK SHIFT & AUTOMATIC
• TRAFFIC SCHOOL

(DAYS, EVENINGS, WEEKENDS)

OMV
ST. UC #2796

213

special. Prom tickets could be less
expensive, but the Prom Committee
needs to cover other expenses like
door prizes, flowers and other little
items with large price tags. Yes, !
do believe it's exaggerated in costs,
but I believe it's worth it!

824-3991

1093 BROXTON #218- WESTWOOD VILLAGE, CA. 90024
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~NV,RON M~NTA l O~STRUCT ,ON
An Animal's Life is a Terrible Thing

to Waste
by Carmel Mtller
For the past seven years,
there has been great struggle
between animal-rights activists and biomedical researchers. Many activists
feel very strongly about the
stopping of animal expertmentation and use extreme
actions In ending the violence towards these animals.
Protestors have gone from
.lab infiltrations and peaceful protests to break-ins.
theft of animals and even
destruction of equipment.
Researchers from Cornell
University Medical College
have stated, "Such Into-lerable acts do not resolve

anything: but only results in
unfinished lab work." I
would rather see thousands
of these unfinished projects,
than to witness animals beIng mutilated time and time
again.
Owls are tormented for the
use of vision studies. Dogs
are being sacrificed for psychological work. One research study. by Doctor Jennifer Buchwald, a professor
of anatomy and psychology,
would drill screws through
cats' skulls and then hit the
screw up to 100 times with a
mechanized hammer only to
study the eye blink response.
This sadistic torture and
relentless murder of an-

lmals is also a big misuse of
the taxpayers dollars.
Many animals are tormented and killed in lab
projects everyday. Because
of the steadily Increasing
death rate, cats, dogs. monkeys. and rats are even being
added to the endangered
species list.
Animals do not smoke,
drink alcohol, wear cosmetics, or dump toxins into the
environment. Why should
they suffer because of our
gross negligence? We must
turn to a totally different
alternative to help the bet·
terment of mankind. The
cruelty towards animals
must be stopped!

State
Assembly
Committee
Passes Oil
Spill Fine

DID YOU KNOW.....
1. As much energy leaks through
America windows every year as
flows through the Alaskan
pipeline.
2. Fresh water, upon which we
depend for drinking and
agriculture, accounts for only 3%
of the total amount of water on this
planelThree- fourths of this water
IS frozen in the North and South
Poles.
3. In one year, traffic congestion
alone wasted about 3 billion
gallons of gasoline- about 5% of
the nation's annual gas
assumption.
4. Americans, on average, ~tenerate
three and a half poWlds of garbage
everyday.
5. It takes more than 500,000 trees
to produce the the newspapers
Americans read in one Sunday.
6. In 1983, 266 million tons of
hazardous waste were generatedmore than a ton for every person in
the United States.
1. Americans throw away 25
billion styrofoam cups annually,
enough to circle the Earth 436
times.

by Carmel Mtller
On Monday, February 26,
1990 a blll passed by the
California State Assembly
Committee on Natural
Resources set up a fund to
clean up the results of oil
spJlls. The 500 million
dollar fund will be paid for
by oil companies and will
build a better foundation
which in the future will
benefit in all oil sptll
efforts.
Many beaches, once
known for their beauty, are
now known for dead birds,
fish. and other ugly
remnants brought about by
oU sptlls.
After the disasterous
Huntington Beach Incident,
votes were sent to the Ways
and Means Committee,
where they decided it was

Earth Day
'90

time for a solution. From
now on, there wUl be a fee of
50 cents-per-barrel put on
crude oil shlppped into
California.
In addition to the oU clean
up plan. the blll will require
tanker &afety, unannounced
tanker Inspections, emergency drills, and emergency

'plans at every oil transfer
terminal In California.
This bill will be very
helpful in the prevention of
future oU spllls, and will be
.very ben~flctal in ending
part of the damage done to
our environment.

People For the Ethical
Treatment of Animals
(PETA)

P.O. Box 42516
Washington D.C. 20015
Phone: (202) 726-0156
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WHAT lS OUR WORlD OO"'lNC TOf?
Your Tuna- Fish Sandwich Costs
The Lives of 100,000 Dolphins
by Shoshana Gordon

What is the first thing that comes
to your mind when you hear
One might say
"dolphins".
Ripper, that care free dolphin of
the 70's TV show. Or maybe even
the Miami football team. When I
hear "dolphins", I think of all the
~lphins being killed everyday in
driftnets.
Each day in the Pacific Ocean.
Asian fishing ships drop their
driftnets in hopes of catching many
fish. In the process of catching
tuna, approximately 100,000
dolphins are killed each year. As
stated in the Animal Agenda in
October, 1989, "mile long nets
hauled in not only tuna, but as
many as 1,000 dolphins drowning them, crushing them in
the
boats
huge
winch
mechanisms." A huge amount of
tuna sold in the United States is
caught in this inhumane way.
Thanks to Earth ISland of San
Francisco, a nationwide boycott
against tuna has begun. They have
initiated full page ads in
newspapers, and since these
publications, the sales of tuna are
down.
One of the faste~t rising
industries in Southeast Asia is fish
farming. The Asian demand for
fish couldn't possibly be met for at
least another decade. By drawing
their driftnets in the Pacific Ocean,
its Just a suitable way to supply the
As1ans with a protein-staple diet.
The Asians could learn to live with
less or no fiSh in their diet Eating
fiSh has been in the Asian diet for a
long time and "would require a
major cultural trans-formation."
Driftnets are made with a
practically invisible monofilament
nylon mesh. The net is dropped
about 30 feet beneath the ocean's
surface. It spreads across 20-40
s9uare miles. catching everything
b1gger than one inch. This
includes seals, sea otters,
porpoises,
whales
and
DOLPHINS.
In 1987, the United States
Congress passes the Pelly
Amendment ot the Marine Mammal
Protection Act. This gives the
president the power to pt>hibit fiSh
imports from nations who are
unwilling to abide by this
amendment
Asian nations have been
unwilling to negotiate the matter.
They had a grace period of 60

days, where they were allowed to
negotiate the matter. On June 29th.
1989, Japan finally signed the
Pelly Treaty.
Just recently and after many
years of continuous protest, Star
Kist Seafood Company, Chicken
of the Sea, and Bumble Bee have
chosen to only sell "dolphin safe"
tuna. This means they won't sell
tuna caught by the fiShing process
that endangers the dolphins. Two
thirds of the U.S. tuna industry
have begun to use the slogan "we
love dolphins", and they will use
the term "Dolphin safe" on their
tuna cans.
Star Kist along with the other
companies have already decided an
alteriroir method on capturing
"Dolphin safe" tuna. They will
either use skipjack tuna which does
not swim with the dolphins, or
they will catch tuna anywhere but
the eastern tropical pacific, where
the dolphins and the tuna swim
together.
The result of this recent decision
has been a big win for the
dolphins, yet a big loss for tuna
fisherman of Southern California.
They will either have to fish for
more elite skipjack or sail to
differen areas.
This unjustified slaughter of our
dol~hins ahs to be stopped. We
can t do it alone, we need your
help! Please boycott tuna, and
write to your Congressional
representative.

Animal
Suffering
High Price
For
Fashion
by Shoshana Gordon
Each year thousands of
animals are killed for their
furs. Mostly all of them go
through long, torturous
deaths so as to satisfy the
greedy luxurious needs of
men and women.
One of the most popular
ways of killing these
animals is by trapping. It is
also very cruel and
inhumane. Trapping began
with the traditional steelJawed leg hold trap. When
animal right activists
started to harass them. the
trappers were intimidated to
change their methods. All
they did was go from one
kind of trap to another. In

reality, "no trap is humane."
The common traps now used
Includes cable snares,
copper wire snares, "quick
kill" Conibear traps and a
new kind of "humane" leg
hold. They are considered
"humane" because they are
padded with strips of rubber.
The "quick kill" Conibear
trap quickly kills small
animals such as muskrats
and racoons; that is only if
the animals are positioned
in the rlght place when the
trap snaps.
Usuallv
"Conibears just crush the
victims nbs, causing slow,
painful suffocation."
The cable snares are made
for the larger animals such
as bears, coyotes, and faxes.
It kills the animal by
strangulation. If the animal
doesn't enter the trap
properly, the animal may be
caught by its foot and left to
hang indefinitely.
In the December 1989
issue of Animal Agenda,
there was a reported 15%
drop in fur sales during
1988-1989. Many designers,
such as Bill Blass and George
Annani, don't include furs
In their clothing lines,
thanks to the valiant efforts
of the animal rights
activists (who have made the
public aware of the horrible
slaughterlngs taking place).

These animals have been
torn from there homes and
treated as if they have no
feelings at all.
As do
humans, they do feel pain.
The thought of these
animals being purposely
killed for their furs has
attracted much attention in
the last year. I have joined
In the fight to save these
animals. Please stop this
ruthless killing. Don't wear
furl
Earth Island Institute
300 Broadway
San Francisco, California

94133

Last Chance for Animals
18653 Ventura Blvd.
Suite356
Tarzana, California 91356
Phone: (818) 76Q-8340
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Swim teams post great season
This seasm's combined girls and boys swim team ended conlerence competition by fmishing first and third in league
respectively. In a repetition of last year, the talented girls managed to drown all their opponents and again finished in first
place \Dldefeated. Even though the boys fmished in third place with a 3-2 record. they won most of the races they swam
in. Again the problem is not the swimmers to compete in all events for the points. Coach Lee predicts both teams will do
very well in the upcoming League Prelims and Finals that were held on Monday, Apri130 at FremonL Scores by meets
are as follows

OPPONENT

BOYS

GIRLS

Los Angeles

95-28

89-22

Belmont

70-81

93-49

Dorsey

102-26

100-15

Marshall

100-45

72-70

Fremont

69-78

124-3

The city Semi-Finals will be held on Wednesday, May 9 at 3 PM at the Belmont Plaza Pool in Long beach followed on
May 16 for the City Finals at 6 PM

VOLLEYBALL SEASON CRIPPLED
by La Shawn Hardemion
Recently, an expelled team
mem!>er flushed the entire
volleyball season down the toilet.
Varsity team member Mohammed
Kalifa was given an opportunity
transfer to Venice High School in
Febuary, but he continued to return
to Hamilton volleyball practices and
even played~ league competition.
Since this serious rule infraction
was discovered, all but one game
will be forfeited, which barring a
miracle, .~?Cks H~iltion out of

Not 'Only are all of the players
furious, they also feel betrayed.
"Like others, I, myself am
extremely pissed off about
Mohammed's actions"., says setter
Phong Tran, "With the five wins
that we worked so hard for,
turning into losses, it pretty much
puts the Varsity team out of the
playoffs,! think Mohammed owes
us something." I feel annoyed and
angry at the present situation, and
at Mohammed himself, but what
hurt the most is the fact that all the

their time and energy to the team.
Eric, Phong, Fabian, Matt,
Charles, and lare all seniors and
this was our last year to play. Mos:
of us won't continue to play in
college at least not on a competitive
level." Matt Shapiro also
commented on the situation,
"Mohammed might not have
known the consequences of his
actions so he isn't entirely to
blame. What I can't believe is that
the administration doesn't inform
the athle~c department of a player's

The questions to ask are; was
Mohammed aware of the sabatoge
that was committing? Was it for ·
glory? Was it for adventure? What
was Mohammed thinking? In this
reporter's opinion, you would have
to guess, his only motive was pure
ignorance. Why would someone
want to ruin a whole season for a
team supposed to be friends? Well,
we'll never know because
Mohammed is on the wanted list
I'm sure he's somewhere in

hiding!

:rTaiefitabuwridantredon· Ham i track team

if!

Park Long luvdles to victory inl he 300 /ntermed.

HendrilcFaasch storms past Palimdes to win the 200m. Dash

